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SUMMARY 

Only Florida and California have established conventional-type testing and 
certification programs for solar collectors. These are programs in which a 
state acting through an independent testing laboratory certifies that the 
collector has been tested in accordance with a referenced standard. Other 
states have established criteria to accompany incentive programs such as state 
income tax credits. These state statutes may be worded in terms of "certifi
cation," but their meaning is that some state agency certifies that the 
equipment meets the state-established criteria for eligibility for the incen
tive. 

The two testing and certification programs deal only with flat-plate collec
tors at the present time. Both Florida and California plan to expand the 
programs to other components and to some systems in the future. The equipment 
covered by the criteria for use with state incentive programs depends upon the 
language of the statutes; in most cases, active and passive heating and 
cooling systems are included. In some states, equipment such as windmills is 
included as well. 

The federal government is playing a very active role in standards development, 
equipment testing, and certification. With the recent passage of federal 
energy legislation, federal agencies also will be involved in establishing 
criteria for federal tax credits. The federal involvement plus the activities 
of many states raises issues of intergovernmental relations. The desire of 
many states to protect the health, safety, and welfare of their residents may 
conflict with the desire on the part of the solar industry and ·others to 
establish a consistent program to encourage a national market for solar 
equipment and systems. 

The activities of Florida, California, Minnesota, and Oregon are examined. As 
noted above, Florida and California have testing and certification programs. 
Both currently are voluntary although certification in Florida will be 
required after January l, 1980, and certification in California may be made a 
condition of their state income tax credit. Minnesota has a system whereby 
the characteristics of solar equipment are to be disclosed to the buyer; the 
manufacturer is charged with developing the necessary information. Oregon has 
several programs which require "qualifying standards" or criteria to be 
developed. One Oregon program requires "certification" by a state agency. 

A major issue with state testing and certification programs is their possible 
proliferation. A national program, involving the participation of many 
interest groups, is nearing completion. The costs and the dangers of multiple 
certification systems should make other states hesitant about developing their 
own programs. States will continue to have an interest in the eligibility 
criteria for their tax and other incentive programs. To the extent that these 
criteria use specific standards, the standards should be consistent with those 
used by other srates. 

Design and implementation of state testing and certification programs depend 
largely upon the uses to which the programs are put. The output of conven
tional testing and certification programs is test information. There are 
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considerable differences in 
made available. Enforcement 
other types of programs. 
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the amount of information and the way it can be 
of legislation and regulatio~s may be an issue in 

The "qualifying standards'' used for state incentives vary considerably. Some 
are very general guidelines while others approach the complexity of formal 
equipment specifications. The use of conventional certification as a condi
tion of a state incentive is expected to increase. 

The amount of administrative discretion varies from state to state. A complex 
and evolving subject such as this may better lend itself to increased adminis
trative discretion because of the technical expertise needed and because of 
the need to accomodate frequent changes. If this approach is taken, clear 
policy guidelines are needed in the legislation to avoid legal and administra
tive problems. 

Testing and certifi:-cation of solar collectors are here to stay and similar 
programs for other components and solar systems probably will be develoPed, 
Testing serves a very important function for manufacturers as well as con
sumers. Certification provides the mechanism for reporting testing results. 
State involvement, however, in testing and certification probably will 
decrease as national programs involving the solar industry become further 
developed. State involvement in developing criteria used for qualifying 
equipment for state incentives will parallel the activity in the incentives 
programs themselves. 

Although the study was directed toward the state level, much of the analysis 
is also applicable to the local level. 

2 
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SECTION 1.0 

INTRODUCTION 

This report examines the implementation experiences of several states with 
testing and certification programs. The primary purpose is to provide infor
mation to other states and local governments that are contemplating the 
adoption and implementation of such programs. A secondary purpose is to 
provide information to the federal government for their use in formulating 
national policies which recognize and accommodate regional diversity. 

No attempt was made to survey all of the states that have adopted some type of 
testing and certification program. Only four states were examined; the 
reasons for their selection are contained in a later subsection. Also, local 
programs are not included in this analysis. The small number of states and 
the diversity of the programs make generalizations difficult. Nevertheless, 
the information contained herein should be helpful to any state or local 
jurisdiction contemplating action in testing and certification. 

3 
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SECTION 2.0 

REVIEW OF AVAILABLE TESTING AND CERTIFICATION INCENTIVES AT 
THE STATE LEVEL 

A certification program consists of a process in which an independent testing 
laboratory or a governmental agency relying on an independent testing labora
tory certifies that a product or a system has been tested in accordance with a 
referenced standard (one prepared by an organization with recognized authority 
and credibility). The fact of certification usually is transmitted to the 
public by means of a label on the equipment. The label may simply state that 

.the equipment has been certified or it may contain specific information 
derived from the testing process. "Certification" is often used interchange
ably. with "listing," although the two have somewhat different technical 
meanings. 

In order to understand state testing and certification programs adequately, 
the role of standards as well as the role of the federal government in their 
development need to be considered. 

2.1 STANDARDS 

The basis for a certification program is a set of standards. Standards are an 
agreed~upon language used by producers, consumers, governmental agencies, and 
others in communicating the characteristics of materials, products, .and 
systems. Several kinds of standards exist. Those relevant to this discussion 
include definitions, specifications, and methods of test. A standard defini
tion, for example, would differentiate a flat-plate air collector from other 
types of collectors or even from other types of solar approaches which are not 
defined as collectors. A standard specification is a set of requirements that 
must be satisfied by whatever is being tested. A standard method of test 
covers sampling and describes the testing procedures for determining proper
ties, composition, or performance. 

Standards used in certification programs normally are developed in the United 
States through the voluntary consensus system. The underlying principle in 
this system is that all who have an interest in the standard should have a 
voice in its development. This usually includes at least producers, users, 
consumers, and regu 1 a tory ageucles. The sys tern works through commit tees 
established under the auspices of some private organization interested in 
developing standards. Examples of such organizations are the American Society 
for Testing and Materials (ASTM) and the American Society of Heating, 
Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning Engineers, Inc. (ASHRAE). 

Overall coordination of this voluntary consensus system is the responsibility 
of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), whose membership consists 
of over 400 organizations, many of which write standards. In order for a 
standard to be referenced as an American National Standard, the procedures of 
the standards writing organization must be approved by ANSI. Because of the 
considerable interest in solar technologies, ANSI has established the Solar 
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Standard. Steering Committee to oversee solar activities. The committee 
initially dealt only with standards for solar heating and cooling as well as 
for solar hot water. The committee's scope has since expanded to include 
photovoltaics. 

Not all standards are developed through the voluntary consensus system. 
Government agencies may develop standards for their own use in purchasing 
equipment. Often, however, they use standards developed through the voluntary 
consensus system. The government also may develop standards to effectuate 
policies in energy, housing, and urban development. For example, the Federal 
Housing Administration (FHA) has developed solar standards that have been 
integrated into their Minimum Property Standards (MPS). 

The government, especially the federal government, has become very involved in 
standards activities related to solar technologies. The primary reasons are 
to assist in the implementation of governmental policies (noted above) and the 
push to accelerate the commercialization of solar technologies. Public Law 
93-409, the Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Act of 1974, 1 c.alled for 
the development of both interim and definitive "performance criteria" for 
solar heating and cooling. The National Bureau of Standards has prepared and 
ANSI has adopted a "Plan for the Development and Implementation of Standards 
for Solar Heating and Cooling Applications." 2 This plan identifies needed 
standards and defines priorities, responsible organizations, and schedules. 
The standards will be developed through the voluntary consensus system. 

A good deal of confusion exists between the types o,f standards discussed above 
and the standards that are called for in legislation dealing with tax incen
tives and loan programs. These may or may not be standards iLl th8 cot"tli~t"t

tional sense; they will be identified as "qualifying standards" in this 
discussion. Likewise, legislation sometimes calls for equipment to be "certi
fied" by an agency as being eligible for the incentive program. This usually, 
but not always, means something other than the conventional certification 
process discussed below. 

Another type of standard that adds to the confusion is the standard adopted by 
a regulatory agency. Examples are water and air-quality standards adminis
tered by the Environmental Protection Agency or a state agency. These parti
cular "regulatory standards" deal with the side effects of equipment and 
systems. Regulatory standards are expected to be particularly important in 
biomass eqergy conversion systems. 

The discussion in tni~ report primarily addresses solar heating and cooling 
because most qf th~ ACttvtty has been in this area. Increasing interest has 
been shown in standard!? aqq certification of wood""'burning stoves; testing 

1solar Heatiqg and Cool~ng Demonstration Act of 1974, U.S. Codes 
Annotated §§ 5503-5517. 

2National Bureau of Standards, Plan for the Development and 
Implementation of Standards for Solar Heating and Cooling Applications, 
NBSIR 78-1143A (1978). 

6 
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currently is being done by such institutions as the Southern Maine Vocational 
Technical Institute. Work has commenced on developing standards for wind
energy systems and photovoltaic cells. The experience with testing and 
certification for solar heating and cooling should prove exceedingly useful in 
developing certification programs for the other solar technologies. 

2.2 CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS 

Certification programs have several general purposes_: 

• to protect the consumer; 

• to assist the industry; 

• to protect the value of public subsidies; and 

• to contribute to improvements in the state of the art. 

These first two purposes are very much related. By protecting the consumer, 
consumer confidence in solar systems is increased. The increased confidence 
results in greater consumer acceptance which translates into increased sales. 
Certification also assists the industry by imposing a consistent set of 
requirements and by facilitating governmental acceptance of equipment; for 
example, building officials are much more likely to approve a solar installa
tion if the equipment is certified. 

A tension often exists in spite of the close relationship between these 
general purposes. If standards are not rigorous, business may get a short
term boost because more equipment will be certified and the cost of production 
will be kept down. Consumers will benefit from the lower prices but may not 
be adequately protected. (Note that additional methods, such as warranty 
programs, also could be used to protect consumers.) More rigorous standards 
probably mean higher costs of production, higher costs of testing (which is 
usually paid by the manufacturer), and fewer equipment models being certified. 
This tension is exacerbated by other standards and certification issues. 

• Timing: If the program is established too early in the developmen
tal stages of the technology, it soon will be outdated and probably 
will discriminate against newer technologies because the mechanism 
for review and change is so slow. 

• Small Businesses: The initial cost of certification may be a 
hardship for small businesses.. Also, small businesses may be 
producing unique equipment which does not fit into the certification 
scheme. 

• Innovation: The impacts of certification programs on innovation are 
related to timing issues as well as to the impacts upon small 
businesses. In addition, the cost and effort involved in testing 
and certifying improved models of already-certified equipment can 
discourage product improvement. Also, many independent innovators 
may be philosophically opposed to participation in a certification 
program. 

7 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

Passive vs. Active: Certification programs, if not well designed, 
may discriminate against passive solar systems. This can happen 
because of ignorance, because passive is difficult to define, or 
because passive is not oriented toward equipment. Passive systems 
generally include conventional materials in conventional configura
tions which do not have significant reliability, durability, and 
safety problems which cannot be resolved through the local building 
permit and inspection process. 

Low Cost Alternatives: Certification programs may preclude or 
discriminate against shorter-life, lower-cost systems that may be as 
cost effective as longer-life, higher-cost systems. Consumer choice 
must be balanced against consumer protection and potential adverse 
public reaction due to system failures. 

Kelevance: Existing programs may not be addressing the most signi
ficant consumer protection issues. Poor installation and system 
integration practices as well as unreliable electronic controls 
account for a large share of system failures. 

Proliferation: Perhaps the greatest danger of certification pro
grams is that multiple certification requirements will frustrate the 
emergence of a national solar industry with its alleged economies of 
scale. 

Certification programs normally are established by a private organization. 
Government involvement, however, has increased in the area of certification of 
solar e~uipment and systems. The Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstation Act 
of 1974 addressed certification as well as equipment standards. At the time 
this report was written, the Solar Energy Research and Education Foundation 
(SEREF), an organization affiliated with the Solar Energy Industries Associa
tion, was under contract with the U.S. Department of.Energy (DOE) to design a 
program for the testing, certification, and labeling of solar collectors. 
SEREF is not charged with the actual testing or certification. This program 
will be presented to the ANSI Solar Standards Steering Committee for approval. 
In addition to SEREF activities, the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration 
Institute (ARI) has developed a certification program. This program, funded 
by EKOA through the National Hureau of Standards, was ready for implementation 
in January 1978. Also, DOE has a progra~ for testing flat-plate collectors. 

2.3 POTENTIAL STATE PROGRAMS 

The timing issue is very crit-ical in discussing potential state responses. 
Solar standards and certification activities at the national level began 
relatively recently. The ANSI Solar Standard Steering Committee was estab
lished in 1977 and the SEREF certification effort was launched in that same 
year. The ARI certification program and ASHRAE Standard 93-77, "Methods of 

3solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Act of 1974, U.S. Codes 
Annotated §§ 5503-5517. 
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Testing to Determine the Thermal Performance of Solar Collectors," also were 
issued in 1977. 

In the past, if a state wanted to have a testing and certification program in 
effect within its jurisdiction, it had to establish the program. The state 
could use national standards, if available; if not, or if it felt the national 
standards were unsuitable for its purposes, the state could develop its own. 
The state could establish its own testing facility or could accredit private 
laboratories using standard criteria (if available) or its own criteria. The 
state had wide options on the content of the label, and it had several options 
on the use of certification: voluntary, necessary for tax or other incen
tives, or mandatory for sale of equipment within the state. 

In the future, a state could exercise any of the above options. But most 
important, it could choose to reference or rely upon a national certification 
program. Assurning that the national program was well conceived and implemen
ted, the state would benefit from not having the significant expense of 
maintaining a certification program and from the lower cost to its residents 
for solar equipment as a result of the emergence of a national industry. 
Also, administrative confusion resulting from different federal and state 
testing and certification programs would be avoided. 

9 
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SECTION 3.0 

STATE TESTING AND CERTLFICATION INITIATIVES 

The state response to the testing and certification issue is related to the 
level of solar activity within the state. Florida and California, two of the 
most active states, have developed formal certification programs. Other 
states have been involved in standards development, usually in conjunction 
with an incentive program or with some effort to modify the building codes to 
facilitate solar applications. 

This report focuses on Florida and California because of their extensive 
efforts in thi~ area. Several other states, primarily Minnesota and Oregon, 
are addressed in less detail. Minnesota was chosen because of the many unique 
features of the legislation while Oregon was chosen because of the use of 
"qualifying standards" in multiple incentive programs. 

As noted before, states or other levels of government normally are not in
volved directly in the certification process: the Florida and California 
programs are exceptions to this general rule. These certification programs 
involve several types of testing. Some are pass-fail tests (such as stagna
tion) where the laboratory tests the collector against a standard specifica
tion. Others are more like a rating (such as thermal performance) where the 
laboratory tests the collector in accordance with a standard method of test to 
produce information on collector characteristics. 

3.1 FLORIDA 

The Florida program was initiated with the enactment of the Florida Solar 
Energy Standards Act of 1976. 4 This law, effective October 1, 1976, directed 
the Florida Solar Energy Center (FSEC) to: 

• develop standards for solar equipment sold or manufactured in the 
state; 

• establish criteria for determining the performance of solar energy 
equipment; 

• maintain a testing facility for evaluating solar energy equipment 
performance; and 

• allow for the acceptance of test results from other testing organi
zations. 

4Florida Statutes Annotated § 377.705. 

11 
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In response to the above legislation, the FSEC prepared FSEC 77-6, "Operation 
of the Collector Certification Program." 5 This provided the procedure whereby 
solar collectors are to be rated for performance, examined for compliance to 
minimum standards, and approved to ,bear a certification label. A companion 
documegt, FSEC 77-5, "Test Hethods and Minimum Standards for Solar Collec
tors," contains the testing and rating methods as well as the equipment 
specifications. 

The program as originally conceived and implemented was voluntary on the part 
of manufacturers. A recent amendment provides that all solar energy systems 
manufactured or sold within the state after January 1, 1980, shall meet the 
standards e~tablished by the FSEC and shall display the results of the perfor-
mance test. . 

3.2 CALIFORNIA 

The California pr6gram was authorized by legislation adopted in 1977 requ1r1ng 
the CaliJornia Energy Commission (CEC) to develop regulations governing solar 
devices. Such regulations could include "standards for testing, inspection, 
certification, sizing, and installation of solar devices," procedures for the 
accreditation of laboratories to certify solar devices, prohibition of the 
sale of solar devices not ~eeting minimum safety and durability requirements, 
and several other measures. 

The CEC developed the Testing and Inspection Program for Solar Equipment 
(TIPSE) to implement this legislation. At the present time, the program 
consists of the following tasks: 

• laboratory accreditation; 10 

• collector resting and certificattort; 11 

5Florida Solar Energy Center, "Operation of the Collector Certification 
Program," FSEC 77-6, November 1977. 

6Florida Solar Energy Center, "Test Methods and Minimum Standards for 
Solar Collectors," FSEC 77-5, November 1977. 

7 1978 Florida Laws, Chapter 309; Florida Statutes Annotated 
§ 377.705(4)(d). 

8california AB 1512; Statutes of 1977, Chapter 1081. 

9california Public Resources Code § 25605. 

10california Energy Commission, "Standards and Procedures: 
Accreditation of Testing Laboratories for Solar Components 
and Systems," May 31, 1978. 

11california Energy Commission, "Guidelines for Certification 
of Solar Energy Equipment," June 15, 1978. 

12 
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• information dissemination; and 

• system design and installation guidelines • 

The CEC plans to extend its certification program to include a variety of 
solar devices in addition to collectors--solar tanks, controls, and packaged 
solar systems. Currently, only flat-plate glazed collectors are being certi
fied. 

The regulations incorporated ASHRAE 93-77 as the thermal performance test 
standard. Because standards for durability, reliability, health, and safety 
did not exist, the CEC developed their own in·consultation with the National 
Bureau of Standards, the Department of Housing and Urban Development, and the 
Florida Solar Energy Center. A major difference between the California and 
the Florida programs is that California does not operate a state testing and 
certification facility. The impact of this distinction on the industry is 
minimized by the provision in the Florida statutes that allows private labora
tories to test equipment in addition to the FSEC facility. In addition, 
Florida and California have a reciprocity arrangement dealing with testing and 
certification. 

Currently, the California testing and certification program is voluntary. 
Within a very short period of time, the CEC is expected to consider whether 
certification will be a prerequisite for eligibility for the state 55% income 
tax credit incentive. Criteri.a for the tax credit already have been adop
ted.12 

In order to provide guidance to consumers on whtch equipment meets the tax 
credit criteria, the CEC 

3 
is developing a second program known as the Tax 

Credit Labeling Program. 1 This program will be administered through the 
California Solar Energy Industries Association (Cal-SEIA). Cal-SEIA will 
provide system labels to registered installers. The label indicates to the 
consumer that the system meets the requirements for the state income tax 
credit. Both "passive" and "active" systems are included in the labeling 
program. If the system is installed by a homeowner or a tenant, he or she 
also can request a label. All participating installers will be required to 
complete a form describing the type of each installation. These forms are to 
be returned to Cal-SEIA and would be available to the CEC. 

3.3 MINNESOTA 

12california Admin i.s trati ve Regulations, § § 2601-2608. 

13Pierson, Richard, California Energy Commission, conversation 
with the author, July 10, 1978. 

14Minnesota Statutes Annotated § 116H.l27. 
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insure that the solar energy systems "are effective and represent a high 
standard of quality of material, workmanship, design, and performance." The 
standards were to be developed "in consultation" with the Hinnesota Energy 
Agency. They were to be "in reasonable conformance" with the interim perfor
mance criteria required under the Federal Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstra
tion Act of 1974. The state standards are to be modified i:lS more definitive 
standards are developed at the national level. 

The use of the standards is that: 

"manufacturers or retailers of solar energy systems shall disclose 
to each bonafide purchaser of a system the extent to which the 
system meets or exceeds such quality standards." 

In response to the legislation, the Building Code Division promulgated rules 
entitled "Standards of PerfQrfQance of rglar Ener.gy Systpms Ann Sllh~yc:tem~ 

Applied to Energy Needs of Buildings." These r\ll,es are to be used .i.n 
conjunction with existing building codes. Enforcement is effectuated by 
prohibiting any local building official from issuing any permit required for 
the installation of a solar energy system or subsystem until the seller has 
provided a disclosure form. The building official is not required to deter
mine the accuracy of the disclosure or to determine if the system or subsystem 
meets the standards. The standards themselves reference several nationally 
developed standards as required by the statute. 

3.4 OREGON 

Oregon adopted two statutes in 1977 that involved "certification" of solar 
equipment. The first, SB 339, established an income tax credit for Lhe 
installation of an "alternative energy device" which uses solar radiation, 
wi nri J nr ePnthPrmA I PnPrgy •16 'l'hri bill dirooted the Oregon Departme:nt of 
Energy to adopt rules prescribing minimum performance criteria for alternative 
energy devices for buildings. In doing so, the department was directed to 
"take into consideration" federal performance criteria developed pursuant to 
the Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Act of 1974. The bill provided 
that the alternative energy device must be "certified" by the Oregon Depart
ment of Energy. 

ln response to SB 339, the Oregon Department of Energy promulgated Chapter 330 
of its regulations. 17 The standards for solar equipment are quite general and 
do not reference national standards except for mention of the ASME Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel Code. The range of items that qualify as a solar device is 

15Minnesota Code of Agency Rules §§ 1.16101-1.16108, "Standards 
of Performance for Solar Energy Systems and Subsystems Applied to 
Energy Needs of Buildings," 1977. 

16oregon SB 339, 1977; Oregon Revised Statutes §§ 469.160-469.180. 

17oregon Administrative Rules §§ 330-80-010- 330-80-080. 

14 
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broad. The regulations contain an exemption from the standards for "innova
tive and creative projects" and especially encourage home-built systems. 

The other piece of legislation in 1977, SB 477, permitted eligible veterans to 
obtain up to an additional $3,000 as a loan from the Oregon War Veterans' 
Fund. 18 This bill uses virtually the same definition of "alternative energy 
device" as SB 339. SB 477 required the Director of Veterans' Affairs, ·with 
the advice and assistance of the Oregon Department of Energy, to adopt rules 
prescribing minimum performance criteria for the alternative energy devices. 
The Bill also provided that the Director of Veterans Affairs could contract 
with the Oregon Department of Energy for certification of the devices which 
complied with the performance criteria. 

The performance criteria adopted by the Department of Veterans' Affairs read 
as follows: 19 

• Alternative energy devices must supply at least 10% of the total 
energy requirements for a home. 

• Minimum expected operating life of alternative energy systems must 
be at least ten years. 

• Alternative energy devices must be installed in a .location and in a 
manner that will optimize their operation. 

The Department of Veterans' Affairs has not contracted with the Oregon Depart
ment of Energy for certification of alternative energy devices. 

Another bill was passed earlier (1975) to grant a property tax exemption for 
solar energy equipment. 20 No provisions were made in the legislation for 
standards or certification. Most tax assessors are using the income tax 
credit criteria to determine if the solar equipment is eligible for the 
property tax exemption. 21 The Department of Revenue is expected to ask the 
legislature for statutory guidance on qualifying standards during its next 
session. 

18oregon SB 477, 1977; Oregon Revised Statute~ § 407.048. 

19orego~ Administrative Rules § 274-20-345. 

20oregon HB 2202, 1975; Oregon Revised Statutes § 307.175. 

21Hill, C.J., Oregon Department of Revenue, telephone conversation 
with the author, September 22, 1978. 
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SECTION 4.0 

ANALYSIS OF TESTING AND CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS IN SELECTED STATES 

The analysis of state testing and certification programs is divided into four 
sections: 

• standards; 

• testing; 

• certification; and 

• criteria fur state incentives. 

This analysis will provide information useful to states (and local govern
ments) considering the adoption of a testing and certification program. 

4.1 STANDARDS 

This subsection discusses standards which are developed primarily for the 
purpose of quality assurance. Although these standards may be used in state 
or local incentive programs, this use is secondary. "Qualifying standards" or 
criteria are addressed later. 

The state with lead involvement in equipment standards development is rlo·rida. 
Other states such as California and Minnesota have used standards developed by 
others as their starting point. Florida became involved because needed 
stand~rds were lacking at the time its testing programs were being developed. 

A state's response to solar standards setting should be tailored to the use it 
expects to make of standards. Possible uses include: 

• prohibiting manufacturing within the state of equipment not meeting 
prescribed standards; 

• prohibiting sale within the state of equipment not meeting pre
scribed standards; 

• purchasing only equipment which meets the prescribed standards; 

• offering tax and other incentives only to equipment which meets the 
standards; 

• incorporating standards into building codes; and 

• making information available on equipment meeting the standards. 

17 
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As noted before, equipment standards normally are not developed by states. 
Several reasons exist: 

• the process is expensive; 

• if standards already exist, the process may be duplicative; 

• state standards may be of poorer quality than national st~n<;l.~:rc;ls 

because of limited involvement and perspective of interest groups; 

• industry may ignore the standards; 

• standards development may be untimely; and 

• problems associated with proliferation will increase. 

The proliferation issue is perceived by the solar indus try to be of extreme 
importance. Businesses operating in several states feel that they cannot 
operate effectively if they must meet multiple standards. Businesses operat
ing entirely within a state may find that they are not able to expand to other 
states with different standards or that they cannot take advantage of federal 
programs within their state which use national standards. One firm which 
recently shut down its solar branch stated: 22 

Multiple and conflicting product performance criteria and warranty 
requirements are either being imposed or recommended by just about 
every local, state and federal government agency, industry l'lssoci
ation, trade association and so forth. This makes it virtually 
imposqible for manufacturers to forecast the ground rules and 
eventual economic outome of their ::;olar program. 

A major challenge for aii leveb of governmt!nl .i.::; to develop a system for 
s~andards (and testing and certification) which addresses the concerns of the 
industry but at the same time preserves flexibility at the state and local 
level for unique, innovative, and low-cost solar systems. The system also 
must protect the health, safety, and welfare of the public. 

The first question a state needs to answer, given the problems of developing 
standards and their potential uses, is whether any activity is needed at the 
state level. National standards have been or are being devel,oped for solar 
heating and cooling systems, subsystems, components, and materials. A state 
may be concerned about several potential problems with the national standards 
including: 

22Burke Industries, San Jose, California, as quoted in editorial 
in Solar Engineering, p. 5, May 1978. 
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• the accommodation of regional variations; and 

• the accommodation of equipment not meeting national standards • 

The regional variations include special problems of high or low temperatures 
and solar radiation levels, high winds, blowing sand, snow loading, or hail. 
The recommended approach appears to be to work with existing standards devel
opment groups to accommodate those r:egional variations. A well-designed 
standard should do this. This would enable a state t.o choose standards 
applicable to its regional needs if it determined that the national standards 
were not appropriate. 

A state may wish to reject for use a standard that is preventing or inhibiting 
the sale of equipment which it feels should be allowed to compete. Or, as 
will be discussed later, a state may adopt a standard but provide variances 
for innovative equipment. Standards should not preclude the construction and 
use of home-built solar systems, although criteria may be appropriate to 
determine if they qualify for government incentives. 

Care must be taken in drafting legislation to define what is covered. For 
example, the recent amendments to the Florida standards statutes appear to 
require that all solar systems sold after a certain date must meet the pre
scribed standards. 23 This appears to cover used solar systems, installed 
before the effective date and sold later separately or as part of the build
ing, as well as home-built solar systems that are later sold. It is doubtful 
that this was the intent of the legislation. 

Standards have not yet been developed for many of the other solar energy 
technologies although they may exist for certain components of those systems. 
(Systems standards may not be feasible for some technologies because of the 
variations in components and variations in applications.) Rather than have 
the states become involved in the development of. standards for other technolo
gies, their most sensible approach appears to be to maintain a hands-off 
position except for making their concerns known to DOE and the standards
writing bodies and providing participants in the process. 

Standards were developed in Florida and California by a governmental agency 
which dealt with energy and in Minnesota by the agency which administers 
hui.lding codes. No concl1.1sion can be drawn as to the effectiveness of one 
approach over another in terms of the quality of the standards that were 
developed. However, there is a significant difference in the implementation 
of the standards. Part of this may be the product of the organizational 
structure, but a larger part probably results from the use of the standards 
themselves. 

Florida and California use their standards in their testing and certification 
programs. Minnesota uses their standards in a disclosure program administered 
by local buildi~g officials. This program requires that the manufacturer or 
retailer disclose the extent to which the solar systems meets state adopted 

23Florida Statutes Annotated§ 377.705(4)(d). 
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standards. There are some indications that the Minnesota program is not 
working effectively. The disclosure statements may or may not be accurate; 
one reason for this is that many manufacturers do not have good information on 
their products. Information on home-built systems usually is nonexistent. 
Building inspectors are often more concerned with obtaining a form than in its 
substance. Buyers may not be seeing the forms. Furthermore, the information 
on the form is not checked on a systematic basis. There are likely to be 
several reasons for these problems: 

• The state energy agency has no role in implementation. 

• The statute, under the best of conditions, appears to lack any 
effective enforcement mechanism. 

• A mechanism to provide equipment testing is lacking. 

• A better education program for building inspectors is needed. 

• A better public information program is needed. 

Another issue is whether the "purchaser" of solar systems installed on a house 
is the builder or the subsequent owner/occupant of the home. This should be 
clarified. 

In defense of the Minnesota system, the implementation phase is very new. 
There is no reason to expect that the existing problems will not be corrected. 
An interesting issue, however, is raised. A state can implement a system and 
work out the problems as they develop. Alternatively, it can delay the 
effective date to give it time to address in advance the problems that can be 
expected to occur. 

4.2 TESTING 

A state would normally become involved in testing for one or both of the 
following reasons: 

• as a necessary component of a certification program; and/or 

• to provide feedback to manufacturers. 

Certification in the conventional sense requires testing; this factor differ
entiates the certification programs in Florida and California from those of 
other states. 

The function of providing feedback to manufacturers is very important. 
Manufacturers, especially smaller ones, usually do not have adequate test 
facilities. Therefore, they often do not know how their collectors perform 
under a variety of conditions. Manufacturers can use the test results to 
correc~ deficiencies and improve performance. Manufacturers also can use the 
test results to compare their equipment with that of other manufacturers. 
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Florida and California have taken different organizational approaches to 
testing. Florida operates a test center, while California accredits labora
tories to do its testing. Florida set up its own facility to work directly 
with the solar industries within the state. Also, at that time, not many 
private laboratories were in the business of testing solar collectors. 
California rejected the establishment of a state laboratory because of the 
expense and because private laboratories were available. 

One advantage of the Florida laboratory is the lower cost to the manufacturer 
of testing. The current fee for testing and certification of a flat-plate 
collector is $1350. The prices for private laboratories vary, but are gener
ally $400 to $500 more. Information on the cost to the laboratory of testing 
collectors was not obtained. If, as some people in private industry allege, 
Florida's costs are more than the fee charged, the difference is a subsidy to 
manufacturers who choose to have their collectors tested in the Florida 
laboratory. 

A question which could be asked but which was not analyzed was whether a state 
laboratory provides better feedback to manufacturers. Because the laboratory, 
under the Florida Solar Energy Center, has an institutional interest in solar 
energy, it may be more willing than private laboratories to work with manufac
turers in product improvement. No research was conducted to see if this is 
true. On the other hand, one could argue that having testing laboratories 
work closely with manufacturers may present a conflict of interest. Also, 
laboratories may help one manufacturer by recommending a solution learned from 
testing a collector from another manufacturer. Some manufacturers may not be 
willing to tolerate such an exchange of technical information. 

Another difference between the two programs is the emphasis that California 
places on the inspection of solar equipment specifications, design, and 
drawings after testing is completed. This inspection by engineers at the 
Energy Commission provides information, especially on durability and reliabil
ity, not obtained during the testing process. Plans call for this information 
to be used in two ways. The inspection results will be given directly to the 
manufacturer who can use them for product improvements. Also, selected 
information will be presented in a common format in brochures and distributed 
to consumers and manufacturers so that meaningful equipment comparisons can be 
made. 

4.3 CERTIFICATION 

As noted earlier. certification consists of having an independent testing 
laboratory or a government agency relying on an independent testing laboratory 
certify that a product or a system has been tested in accordance to a refer
enced standard. Standards and testing were discussed in the preceding sec
tions. The purposes of certification are consumer protection and aid to the 
industry through greater consumer confidence and institutional acceptance of 
the equipment. The latter includes the greater acceptance by building offi
cials and lenders, lists of equipment approved for governmental purchasing, 
and equipment made eligible for governmental incentives. 
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Certification of solar collectors currently is being carried out by a very 
limited number of testing laboratories using test procedures adopted by 
California and Florida. As mentioned earlier, the Solar Energy Research and 
Education Foundation is developing procedures for a national certification 
program. Certification will be conducted by laboratories which are accredited 
using criteria currently being developed. 

The certification programs of Cal1foxnia and Florida ar~ very active. As of 
October 1978, about 66 manufacturers with 190 models were participatinz\ in the 
first round of testing and certification in the California program. This 
testing was being conducted in six laboratories. Both Florida and California 
worked closely with industry in establishing the programs. Meetings and 
public hearings were held during the development and adoption of the regula
tions and guidelines. Meetings were then held with ma.nufact1..rrers to asRist 
them in applying for certification. 

California was assisted by a consulting firm in establishing a certification 
program. The firm proposed criteria for laboratory accreditation, assisted in 
the accrediting review process, and developed the form of the documentation 
required from manufacturers. The laboratory accreditation process i.s very 
complex, a fact that may deter other states from undertaking it. 

A major component of certification is the communication of the technical 
information obtained during the testing process. The amount of information 
that can be developed and displayed is limited by the size of the label. The 
Florida label is consumer oriented--it provides the thermal performance rating 
based on an "assumed standard day" for Florina. and also providco the collector 
area. The California label, on the othe~ handt will also have information of 
use to installers and maintenance people. 5 As noted earlier, there are plans 
to augment the label with a more detailed information brochure. 

Florida has a consumer data sheet which sellers hand out to prospective 
buyers. This sheet gives more information than is on the label. In addition, 
a complete test report on any collector is ?vailable from the Flor.i .. da Solar 
Energy Center. The availability of the data sheet and the test report are 
noted on the collector label. Another aspect of documentation requirements is 
the material necessary to integrate the components into a system. California 
requires this information before a collector can be certified. 

A complete documentation program should address these nP.P.rls: 

• consumer information on safety, performance, etc.; 

24Reyneveld, Josh, California Energy Commission, telephone 
conversation with the author, October 5, 1978. 

25california Energy Commission, "Guideline for Certification of 
Solar Energy Equipment," June 15, 1978. 
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• information for solar system designers; 

• information for installers; 

• information for repair persons; and 

• detailed technical information. 

Consumer information, in particular, needs more study. Information must be 
useful but not too technical. Also, attention must be paid to making the 
certification information usable to the people who prepare and administer 
building codes. 

As noted earlier, certification programs may be used in a number of ways. 
They can be voluntary as in California or as in Florida until January 1, 1980; 
they can be required for a tax-incentives program (discussed in the next 
subsection); or they can be mandatory as in Florida after January 1, 1980. 
Manufacturers have a great incentive to participate in certification programs 
even if they are not mandatory. Experience in Florida indicates that manufac
turers use the fact of certification as a selling point; an informed consumer 
soon learns to ask if a system or component is certified. 26 Similarly, if a 
state requires certification for tax or loan incentives, participation in the 
certification program will be necessary for commercial success. 

Certification may be a financial burden for small businesses. The current 
cost of testing and certifying one model of a collector, including documenta
tion, may be over $2000. This cost is probably reasonable because of the 
value of the feedback to the manufacturer and the increased salability of the 
product. However, if the manufacturer does not have the necessary money, such 
benefits cannot be realized. An approach to solve this problem was attempted 
in California. A program was developed for state subsidies for small solar 
businesses to enable them to participate in the certification program. The 
subsidy program died in the economy wave that recently swept the state. Note, 
however, that such a program does not add up to very much total expense to a 
state. 

Another potential problem with certification is that product improvements, 
common in the early stages of industry, may require retesting and recertifica
tion. Some discretion to accommodate product improvements should be built 
into the certification programs. Someone should have the authority to say 
that the change is so minor that new testing is not required or that only some 
tests are required. Another approach, being developed in California, is to 
use a computer model to predict how a change in one part of a collector will 
affect its overall char:actcriotico. 

The use of a certification program may determine the method of adoption of the 
guidelines. California developed guidelines, but as of October 1978, has not 
adopted the guidelines as formal regulations. The reason is twofold. First, 

26Roland, .James, Florida Solar Energy Center, conversation with 
Bruce Green (SERI), September 21, 1978. 
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the certification program was voluntary which caused the state to determine 
that regulations were not required. Second, and more important, the Energy 
Commission felt that the lack of experience with 2~e criteria meant that it 
was premature to adopt them as formal regulations. A decision was made to 
gain experience with the criter~a before they were adopted as regulations. 
This decision coincided with a decision to delay making certification a 
requirement for the tax credit. This "phasing" approach to regulation makes 
sense for subjects such as solar that are new. and involve a substantial 
expenditure of funds for some businesses. 

4.4 CRITERIA FOR STATE INCENTIVES 

Almost all state statutes establishing an incentive program make some refer
ence to*what equipment qualifies for such incentives (exceptions will be noted 
later). The legislation itself may provide detailed criteria 1 it may call 
for some agency to establish criteria, or it may call for some agency to 
"certify" the equipment as being eligible. The two meanings of certification 
must be kept clear. 

The Oregon legislation that established the state solar tax credit required 
the Oregon Department of Energy to certify equipment before it was eligible 
for the tax credit. 28 The Department can take the definitions from the 
statute, adopt amplifying regulations, and then determine if the equipment 
meets the state criteria. If it does, the equipment is certified. Similar 
California legislation required the Energy Commission to establish guidelines 
and criteria for eligible systems. 29 The Commission did so in a set of 
regulations entitled "Tax Credit Guidelines and Criteria. " 30 Other legisla
tion called for the developmeft of solar standards and led to the development 
of the certification program. 1 Certification here means testing by an inde
pendent laboratory in accordance with a reference standard. Certification is 
not required for the tax credit but it may be in the future. 

27wheatland, Gregg, California Energy Commission, conversation 
with the author, July 11, 1978. 

*A related concept is represented by the unique ordinance recently 
enacted by San Diego County, California (Ordinance No. 5~24, December 
12, 1978). This ordinance requires the installation of solar hot water 
systems in new residential construction. It states that the county 
will consider an additional ordinance "to make provision for solar 
system materials and installation standards" and will consider whether 
to require state-certified systems to be used. 

28oregon Revised Statutes § 469.170. 

29california Revenue and Taxation Code §§ 17052.5 and 23601. 

30see note 1112. 

31 california Public Resources Code § 25605. 
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A good deal of discretion to the 
California and Oregon legislation. 
vides: 32 

administrative body is granted by the 
The Oregon tax credit legislation pro-

"Alternative energy devices" means any system, mechanism or series 
of mechanisms which uses solar radiation, wind or geothermal 
resource as a source for space heating, water heating, cooling, 
electrical energy or any combination thereof for a dwelling which 
source meets or exceeds 10% of the total energy requirements for 
the dwelling. 

The regulations resulting from the legislation include the following solar 
devices: 

• solar collectors; 

• movable insulation; 

• Trombe walls; 

• attached solariums; 

• thermal mass; 

• solar assisted heat pumps; 

• ductwork, controls, etc.; and 

• south facing windows (meeting certain conditions). 

Th C 1 . f . 1 . 1 . 3 3 d h .. 1 .. h . h e a ~ orn~a eg~s a t~on use t e term so ar energy sys tern w ~c was 
defined as equipment (a) "which uses solar energy to heat or cool or produce 
electricity;" and (b) "which has a useful life of at least three years." The 
implementing regulations included a variety of active and passive systems as 
w.ell as systems for swimming pools and hot tubs. The regulations also were 
written to include warranty requirements and mandatory conservation measures. 
In addition, both sets of regulations provided for administrative discretion 
to exempt unique systems from meeting the specific criteria. An applicant can 
request such exemptions and it may be granted by the administrative agency. 
Also, both states have provisions for including solar systems not specifically 
listed tn the regulations. 

In some situations, incentive legislation may include no prov~s~ons for 
criteria. An example is the Oregon property tax exemption for solar energy 
equipment which is silent ~~ which equipment qualifies and does not direct the 
development of criteria. Legislation recently adopted in California 

32oregon Revised Statutes § 469.160. 

33california Revenue and Taxation Code § 17052.5. 

34oregon Revised Statutes § 307.175. 
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providing for sol~r loans simply directs the California Energy Commission to 
develop criteria. 5 In some states, these examples migh_t be an excessive 
delegation of legislative authority. Also, questions can be raised to whether 
it is good policy to leave so much discretion in administrative agencies. 

The detail of implementing regulations can vary considerably. The regulatory 
provisions for the Oregon tax credit are 15 pages long, while the regulations 
for the Oregon veterans' loan program consist of three short statements. Both 
programs use virtually the same statutory definitions of "alternative energy 
device." 

The existence of the two sets of regulations in Oregon raises other interest
ing issues. Why have two sets of criteria and what are the effects of so 
doing? The purpose of the Oregon veterans' loan program is to provide loans 
to eligible veterans. The program is oriented to providing a service to as 
many veterans as can qualify. Also, for all, practical purposes, lt i~ hmm
cially independent from the rest of state government. The criteria are very 
general. The tax credit program, on the other ha~d. tries to balancP promot
ing solAr appl1cations, encouraging good quality systems, and protecting the 
state treasury. Therefore, its regulations are more detailed. This dual 
system seems not to have caused pro~\ems in practice although it may be too 
early to make a definitive judgment. People participating in both programs 
normally go to an office of the Department of Veterans' Affairs first where 
they are told about the tax credit program and that its criteria are different 
from the loan criteria. 

In the future, states establishing "qualifying standards" for state incentives 
will need to consider the criteria for the federal income tax credit. States 
may wish to use the federal criteria (not adopted at this time). Good reasons 
may exist for deviations, such as when the federal provisions do not apply to 
a type of system the state has determined to be nsP.fnl. Tf rli.fferences are to 
exist, they should be carefully spelled out to avoid confusion to the con
sumer. 

In establishing criteria for incentive programs, sufficient time must be 
allot ted for manufacturers to comply with the regulations. For example, in 
California the guidelines and criteria for the tax credit have been implemen
ted while a decision as to whethP.r rPrti fi.r.a tion is required for the tmc 
credit has been postponed. One of the reasons for delaying the certification 
requirement is that manufacturers would not have had time to comply; when 
equipment begins to become certified, a decision presumably will be made on 
making it a condition of tax credit eligibility. 

Criteria for state incentives probably always should be adopted as formal 
regulations. California again provides a good example. Although the certifi
cation program has not been adopted as formal regulations, the tax credit 
guidelines and criteria have been. One reason for doing this is to provide 
more certainty to the taxpayer. because regulations generally are considered 

35california Health and Safety Code § 41261. 

36 Clark, Norm, Oregon Department of Veterans' Affairs, conversation 
with the author, July 12, 1978. 
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mo~e difficult to change. 37 This difficulty, however, may be a disadvantage 
as implementation problems are~discovered. 

Linking certification to state incentives appears to be an effective way of 
protecting the consumer and also protecting the state treasury. If this link 
is made, the program should do the following: 

• provide for home-built systems; 

• provide for systems, such as passive, which are not certified in the 
conventional sense; 

• provide for innovative and alternative approaches; and 

• provide for the resale of equipment initially sold before the 
certification requirement. 

The California Tax Credit La be ling Program, described earlier, is unique i.n 
that it provides assurance to a consumer that the system meets the adopted 
guidelines and criteria; it has no connection with the certification program. 
The program is administered by the California Solar Energy Industry Associa
tion and the labels (bearing the name of The State of California) are applied 
by the installers. The program also is unique at the state level because no 
enabling legislation exists and because the concept originated largely from 
the private sector. Several concerns have been voiced on the proposed system: 

• tax credit labeling may be confused with equipment certification; 

• considerable authority is being delegated to a private association; 
this includes placing a "State of California" label on solar sys
tems; 

• consumers may interpret the label as a state guarantee; 

• labeling of passive systems will be especially difficult to monitor; 
and 

• the Energy Commission may be liable if subsequent monitoring shows 
that the system does not meet eligibility requirements. 

The program, if implemented, will be voluntary--a label will not be required 
to receive the tax credit. 

The Tax Credit Labeling Progn'lm will be v~ry useful in providing information 
for the analysis of the tax incentive program. A form must be submitted on 
every installation provided wi,th a label. This information can be used by 
both the industry and the state in analyzing the specific types and locations 
of installations. 

37wheatland, Gregg, California Energy Commission, conversation with 
the author, July 11, 197~. 
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SECTION 5.0 

CONCLUSIONS 

Initiation -~--Programs. States should begin to develop solar equipment 
standards and testing and certification programs only after exploring other 
alternatives. If the primary purpose is to provide quality assurance of solar 
equipment, the national programs being develope~ should satisfy this require
ment. If they do not, the best approach appears to be to work with the 
o rgani?.at ions establishing the national programs. A good nat tonal progrcun 
should produce standards suitable for all regions. If this approach is not 
satisfactory, and the state still feels a need for additional or different 
standards, such standards development should be tied in as closely as possible 
with national standards and should provide a mechanism for converting to a 
national standard should one be adopted. Another approach that may be useful 
is to adopt a national standard while providing an alternative path for 
equipment that is very new or innovative. 

Foc~~-~~--~~jectives. The first step in implementing a testing and certifica
tion program is to determine its objectives. The type of program that is 
developed as well as the techniques of implementation should then be tailored 
to these objectives. 

~-va!_~ation. EvaluatLon should he built into any testing and certification 
program. This is needed to determine if the program is meeting its stated 
objectives and to determine what impacts the program is having on such issues 
as equipment costs, i_·ntroduction of new equipment models, and burdens upon 
small businesses. 

Impl~men!:_atio~_~<i_dressed in Legislation. The 
the testing and certification program will be 
adopting should be worth being made to work. 
for implementation flexibility. 

legislation should specify ho1v 
implemented.- Any program worth 
The legislation should provide 

Comprehensive Approach. The i1nplementat.ion program should be comprehensive. 
This includes education, assurance of adequate equipment data, and an enforce
ment mechanism. Education should extend to the industry, the general pilblic, 
and state and local (if used) administrators. If a program requires the 
communication of infor.matlo11. abo1Jt equipment, some type of test i.ng prov1s1ons 
must be made to prov.ide this information. r~nfoccement is necessary to provide 
consumer confidence in the products. 

Administrative Discretion. Broad admin.istrative discretion may be suitable in 
this area because of the technical nature of the subject and the need to 
revise the rules because of rapid advancements. Proper exercise of adminis
trative di_scretion requires clear policy guidelines in the legislation. 

Benefits of Testing. The testing of solar equipment is necessary for the 
advancement of the technology. Testing provides information used by 
manufacturers to improve their equipment as well as .information to consumers 
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and others who must install, use, or iuaintain the equipment. Many manufac
turers, especially smaller ones, do not have the capability to do this 
testing. 

~nforll!._~tion_~!_~semination. The information obtained from testing and certifi
cation programs is very important. This lnformatlon should be available in a 
variety of forms for diffe:rent users. In additlon to consumers and manufac
turers, these include designers, installers, building inspectors, lenders, and 
maintenance personnel. The informatlon should be useful to people in differ
ent geographical areas. 

Criteria for Incentive Programs. The equipment "qualifying standards" for 
state incentive programs should be coordinated with the criterla for the 
federal income tax credit and with criteria used by other ~tates. Flexibility 
should be provided to cover home-built, unique, and innovative applications. 

Flexibility in Certification. lf formal c.:ertifi.catlon is made mandatory or 
made a condition for an incentive program, thli! legislation should prmride for 
home-buiit systems, for approaches such as passive heating and cooling that 
are not oriented toward using specifl~ equipment c:omponPnts~ fm:· .i.o.nov~U.v61 

approaches, and for the resale of equipment originally sold before the certi-
fication requirement. · 

Advocacy vs. Regulation. The dangers of conflicting agency responsibilities 
must be recognized. A state energy office usually plays an advocacy role for 
solar energy. This role may conflict with its regulatory functions such as 
assuring equipment performance, reliability, and durability. If a singlt~ 

agency is to do both, its internal procedures should recognize the potential 
conflict and provide a mechanism for dealing with it. 
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APPENDIX A 

STANDARDS AND CODES 

GOVERNMENT STATUTES, REGULATIONS, AND GUIDELINES 

Federal 

The Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstrations Act of 1974 (PL 93-409), U.s. 
Code Annotated §§ 5501 et. req. 

California 

Health and Safety Code § 41261. 

Public Resources Code §§ 25600-25609. 

Revenue and Taxation Code §§ 17052.5 and 23601. 

Tax Credit Guidelines and Criteria, California Administrative Regulation §§ 

2601-2608. 

California Energy Commission, "Standards and Procedures: Accreditation of 
Testing Laboratories for Solar Components and Systems," May 31, 1978. 

California Energy Commission, "Guideline for Certification of Solar Energy 
Equipment," June 15, 1978. 

Florida 

Florida Statutes Annotated § 377.705 

Florida Solar Energy Center, "Test Methods and Minimum Standards for Solar 
Collectors," FSEC 77-5, November 1977. 

Florida Solar Energy Center, "Operation of the Collector Certification 
Program," FSEC 77-6, November 1977. 

Florida Solar Energy Center, "Solar Energy Commercialization at the State 
Level: The Florida Solar Energy Water Heater Program," FSEC 76-3, March 
1977. 

Minnesota 

Minnesota Statues Annotated § 116H.127. 
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Oregon 

Oregon Revised Statutes § 307.175. 

Oregon Revised Statues §§ 469.160-469.180. 

Oregon Revised Statutes § 407.048. 

Oregon Administrative Rules § 274-20-345 and 330-80-010 through 330-80-080. 
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APPENDIX B 

INDIVIDUALS INTERVIEWED 

California 

Michael DeAngelis, Solar Energy Specialist, California Energy Commission (July 
11, 1978). 

Richard Piersen, Solar Energy Specialist, California Energy Commission (July 
10, 1978). 

Joshua Reyneveld, Solar Energy Specialist, California Energy Commission (July 
10, 1978). 

Gregg Wheatland, Legal Counsel, California Energy Commission (July 10, 1978). 

Florida 

James Huggins, Assistant Manager of Testing and Certification Program, Florida 
Solar Energy Center (September 21, 1978). 

James Roland, Manager of Testing and Certification Program, Florida Solar 
Energy Center (September 21, 1978). 

Minnesota 

Ned Hoffman, Science Museum of Minnesota, Ouroboros Project (August 4, 1978). 

Sam Rankin, Legislative Analyst, House of Representatives Research Dept., 
Minnesota State Legislature (August 3, 1978). 

Ron Rich, Director of Solar Energy Office, Minnesota Energy Agency (August 3, 
1978). 

Daryl Thayer, President, Daryl Thayer Associates (August 3, 1978). 

Karen Wilson, Minnesota Energy Alternatives Lobby (August 3, 1978). 

Oregon 

Norm Clark, Assistant Construction Analyst, Department of Veterans' Affairs 
(.July 12, 1978). 

C.J. Hill, Liaison Assistant, Department of Revenue (July 20, 1978). 

Alan D. Kiphut, Solar Specialist, Department of Energy (July 20, 1978). 
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